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WINNER OF THE BEST EVENT OF THE YEAR 2018
POWERED BY THE CREATIVE BRAINS BEHIND MANIFESTO MARKET

reSITE.ORG
reSITE’s game-changing event brings together a global community of thought leaders, urbanists, and the most innovative urban and business leaders to share state-of-the-art trends in sustainable architecture as well as urban planning and living. This year’s event is a call to action offering solutions to the pressing questions arising from climate change, redevelopment, and young generation’s demands and changing values.

WHY YOU SHOULD ATTEND
• Create a relationship with the best minds and leaders of your industry.
• Be part of a game-changing and award-winning event.
• Position your company as a future-oriented vanguard.
• Find and co-define state-of-the-art ideas and trends.
• Build trust and business relationships that will last forever.

WE WILL ASK
• How should we balance expansion with heritage?
• How will we make the city at every scale – from the mega-redevelopment of brownfields to restoring neighborhoods?
• How to revive space for families?
• How are young mayors grappling with unaffordability and redevelopment?

ONE-OF-A-KIND NETWORKING OCCASION
• Networking breakfasts
• Break-out sessions
• Networking app
• Interactive debates
• Tours, city run and yoga
• Parties and special evening events

TICKETS
• Standard
• Premium
• Women In Design
• Student
For special group offers please contact conference@resite.org

HIGHLIGHTS

JEE LIU (UK) Co-Founder, WallaceLiu, London
GUY PERRY (AE) Vice President, Urban Planning and Design, McKinsey & Company, Dubai
REZA MERCHANT (UK) CEO, Founder, The Collective, London. Britain’s Co-Living King
PETR ROKŮSEK (CZ) Co-Founder, Nano Energies, Prague
ANNI SINNEMÄKI (FI) Deputy Mayor, Helsinki
MATŮŠ VALLO (SK) Mayor, Bratislava
YOSUKE HAYANO (CN) Principal Partner, MAD Architects, Beijing
BIANCA WYLIE (CA) Co-Founder Tech Reset Canada, Toronto. Called “Jane Jacobs of Smart Cities”